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can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.
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This book is one of the pioneering historical pragmatic studies of Japanese. It closely illustrates the
usage and contributions of some Japanese discourse markers, and reveals their developmental history. The
section on Synchronic Analysis explores the previously uninvestigated functions of some discourse
markers used in Present Day Japanese. Moment by moment in on-going conversations, where culturally
rigidly-defined interactional norms are highly valued, a specific marker is chosen and used by the
speakers as their strategy, based on their quite subjective judgment. The section on Diachronic Analysis
then demonstrates chronologically how the meanings and forms of the same markers have come into being.
Results include some noticeable changes related to the strengthened intersubjectivity. This multidimensional study also discusses the relevance of findings to typological characteristics and
productivity. Consideration is further given to why certain expressions (rather than others) become
discourse markers and independent forms in Japanese.
For anyone approaching Discourse Analysis for the first time, theory means little when it is not related
to actual knowledge and experience of language in use. Describing Discourse takes the unique approach of
introducing discourse studies through the hands-on analysis of linguistic data. The book introduces
students to specific discourses constructed for particular purposes, for example, from the domains of
advertising, law, medicine and education. Each chapter provides examples, exercises and commentary
designed to develop the analytical abilities needed in describing the characteristic forms and typical
functions of different discourses. Describing Discourse provides the ideal entry into the study of
discourse for students new to the subject.
This novel and important book brings together insights from cultural studies and critical discourse
analysis to examine the fruitful links between the two. Cultural Studies and Discourse Analysis shows
that critical discourse analysis is able to provide the analytic context, skills and tools by which we
can study how language constructs, constitutes and shapes the social world and demonstrates in detail
how the methodological approach of critical discourse analysis can enhance cultural studies. In a richly
argued discussion, the authors show how marrying the methodology of critical discourse analysis with
cultural studies enlarges our understanding of gender and ethnicity.
Beyond Grammaticalization and Discourse Markers offers a comprehensive account of the most promising new
directions in the field of grammaticalization. From major theoretical issues to hardly addressed
experimental questions, this volume explores new ways to expand – or challenge – current ideas on
grammaticalization.
The volume Questions in Discourse - Vol. 2 Pragmatics collects original research on the role of
questions in understanding text structure and discourse pragmatics. Most studies adopt the perspective
of (implicit) Questions under Discussion in presenting novel analyses of various discourse-semantic
phenomena.
Making pragmatics accessible to a wide range of students and instructors without dumbing down the
content of the field, this text for language professionals: raises awareness and increases knowledge and
understanding of how human beings use language in real situations to engage in social action fosters the
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ability to think critically about language data and use helps readers develop the ability to "do
pragmatics" The book features careful explanations of topics and concepts that are often difficult for
uninitiated readers, a wealth of examples, mostly of natural speech from collected data sources, and
attention to the needs of readers who are non-native speakers of English, with non-Western perspectives
offered when possible. Suggested Readings, Tasks, Discussion Questions, and Data Analysis sections
involve readers in extending and applying what they are reading. The exercises push readers to recall
and synthesize the content, elicit relevant personal experiences and other sources of information, and
engage in changing their own interactional strategies. The activities go beyond a predictable framework
to invite readers to carry out real life observations and experiment to make doing pragmatics a
nonjudgmental everyday practice.
Perspectives on Discourse Analysis: Theory and Practice provides the student/reader with the basic
theoretical knowledge and the empirical tools of some of the most relevant approaches to the analysis of
discourse. It has been mainly conceived of as a general (university) course on Discourse Analysis, but
it can also be useful for any person or group whose main concern is to acquire the basic necessary
knowledge and skills for analyzing any type of discourse. The subject matter of the book could not only
be of use for linguists or prospective linguists: given its interdisciplinary character, its findings
can be (and in fact are) used and applied by practitioners and scholars from different fields, such as
sociology, psychology, medical science, computer science, and so on. Thus the book can be used by any
person who, having certain linguistic knowledge, is interested in exploring the fascinating world of
discourse. All the chapters contain both a theoretical and an empirical section, the latter containing
examples of analysis, as well as exercises (Practice) and self-evaluation questions, whose answers can
be found at the end of the book (in the Practice key and Key to self-evaluation questions sections). The
book is divided into 12 chapters. The first two introduce basic information about discourse analysis and
text linguistics, as well as the necessary techniques for gathering data, including a very brief
introduction to corpus linguistics. Chapters 3-11 present and discuss some of the most prominent and
well-known approaches to discourse analysis, namely Pragmatics, Interactional Sociolinguistics,
Conversation Analysis, The Ethnography of Communication, Variation Analysis and Narrative Analysis,
Functional Sentence Perspective, Post-Structuralist Theory and Social Theory, Critical Discourse
Analysis and Positive Discourse Analysis, and Mediated Discourse Analysis. Finally, Chapter 12 deals
with crucial and further issues, such as the type of discourse chosen for the analysis, the strategies
and functions of discourse, or the problem of choosing an appropriate unit of analysis which will suit
the aims of research. Perspectives on Discourse Analysis: Theory and Practice may prove of value to all
those who are professionally involved in the area of discourse and pragmatic studies, or simply to those
who wish to acquire the necessary basic knowledge and techniques for analyzing any type of discourse,
from medical, journalistic or political discourse to computer-mediated, humoristic, or hegemonic
discourse (where the use and abuse of power is an important issue), just to name a few of the
innumerable possibilities. A desirable and intended effect of this book is also the development of an
open and tolerant mind, which will eventually lead to a better understanding of the different and varied
manifestations of language, culture and communication in human society.

The Verb in Archaic Biblical Poetry by Tania Notarius suggests a discursive, formal, and historicallinguistic analysis of the tense system in the corpus of “archaic” biblical poetry.
The activity of parliaments is largely linguistic activity: they produce talk and they produce texts.
Broadly speaking, the objectives that this discourse aims to satisfy are similar all over the world: to
legitimate or contest legislation, to represent diverse interests, to scrutinise the activity of
government, to influence opinion and to recruit and promote political actors. But the discourse of
different national parliaments is subject to variation, at all linguistic levels, on the basis of
history, cultural specificity, and political culture in particular. Through the use of various
analytical tools of functional linguistics, this volume seeks to provide explanatory analyses of
parliamentary discourse in different countries – Britain, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Spain, Sweden and the
United States – and to explore its peculiarities. Each chapter outlines a particular methodological
framework and its application to instances of parliamentary discourse on important issues such as war,
European integration, impeachment and immigration.
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